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What’s the Point of the Game?

We’ve learned something special about everyone 
here

EVERYONE is special
Appreciate yourself
When you are having                                             

difficulties, remember YOU are special

• Dr. Pat Carrington’s Resource States
• Reversals, the Subconscious, and Acceptance
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Your background and 
How did you find out about EFT?

Or what do you hope to get out of this 
workshop?

Please only spend 30 seconds to1 minute

Introductions
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The power of EFT
is that you access
what bothers you 

and turn it off 
ON PURPOSE.

You can do it 
with focus 

and intention 
using a series of 
touches or taps.

The Power of EFT
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Tapping or stimulating  
points on the meridians pushes 
through those blocks and restores the flow of 
the body’s energy system.

Energy runs along 
pathways in the body 
called Meridians.

Why Tapping? 

Negative emotions are 
like blocks in these 
pathways. 
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EFT Uses Common Spots
Demonstration of Common Touches

• Crossing arms
• Wringing hands
• Biting on fingers
• Putting hands over face
• Scratching (head, chest,  

etc.)
• Massaging eyes
• Massaging temples
• Putting hand to chest
• Putting palm to forehead
• Making sign of the cross
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You simply need to be willing to 
try it.

You do not need to 
believe in EFT Tapping 

for it to be effective.
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Focusing on a negative
feeling or event while 
stimulating acupressure points 

EFT is…..

The problem is a disruption or a “clog”
in our energy system. 

We clear the clog by tapping on the 
meridian points while focusing on the 
bothersome issue.

Why do we say the negative?
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Traditional Therapy
Traditional therapy takes the client back to 
the experience or thought and deals with it 
directly to diffuse, change, modify or reduce 
it (if possible.)

Therapists can use Tapping as 
a tool in their tool kit

“This is a relaxation and calming technique 
that modifies the anxiety response, fosters 
body awareness and enables positive 
cognitive shifts.”

Meridian Tapping Techniques
balance the energy regarding the experience or 
thought and by doing so change the emotional 

response - most times, permanently. 
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A Gentle Exposure Technique
Bringing to mind an emotional trigger, problematic scene, or 
unresolved traumatic memory activates the amygdala, arousing a 
threat response. Stimulating selected acupoints… simultaneously 
sends deactivating signals to the amygdala. Repetition of the 
physical intervention resolves these opposing signals by reducing 
the arousal while the trigger is still mentally active. The 
hippocampus records that the memory or trigger is being safely 
engaged without a stress response, and the neural pathways that 
initiate the associated stress response are permanently altered.
Being able to encounter the memory or trigger without limbic   

arousal becomes the new normal.  - ACUPOINT 
STIMULATION IN  TREATING PSYCHOLOGICAL
DISORDERS:  EVIDENCE OF EFFICACY  Review of
General Psychology. 2012 – David Feinstein, Ph.D.



Let’s Try 
EFT

PRACTICE
Constricted 
Breathing

Breathe in slowly 3 times as fully as you can 
without forcing.      Assess % of full breath
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Setup EFT using KC, 
“Even though I’m not 

breathing to my full capacity, 
right here right now I’m still 

OK” 3 times.

Basic Tapping

Tap each point 7 
times saying, 

“Not breathing to 
my full capacity.”
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Take another full 
breath and reassess %.

Practice

Anyone NOT go up in 
percentage?
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Origins of EFT
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“When worried, …the focus of one's…

consciousness is the contraction …of the 
eyes and brows. When… embarrassed,  it 
is something in the pharynx that 
compels… a swallow, a clearing of the 
throat, or a… cough….

The Mind/Body Connection 
Was Recognized in the Earliest Days 

of Psychology.
William James, in 1875,  established the first 
laboratory of experimental psychology at Harvard. 

If we fancy some strong emotion,  and then…

abstract from our consciousness… all the… bodily
symptoms,  we find we have nothing left behind,  no ‘mind-stuff’
out of which the emotion can be constituted.”
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Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity, 1920 

E = mc2

Matter and energy are 
equivalent and 
transmutable.

Psychologists Drew on Ideas 
from Physics: Matter Is Energy.
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Freud put forth the idea of 
the unconcious,1920’ s

The mind maintains
emotional suffering.

It takes more than 
willpower and good 
intentions to
relieve this suffering.

Psychologists Built on Ideas 
from Psychoanalysis.
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George Goodheart 
Developed Applied 

Kinesiology 
mid 60’s

John Diamond 
added AK to his 

practice, developed  
Behavioral 
Kinesiology

mid 70’s 

Roger Callahan 
Blended BK into 

his practice, 
developed TFT

mid 80’s

Development of Energy Therapies
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Gary Craig, trained at Stanford 
Univ. as an engineer and was a 
personal performance coach. 
He studied TFT under Roger 
Callahan and learned NLP.  It 
lead to his development of EFT.

Dr. Pat Carrington also studied 
TFT and developed Accutap 
around the same time.

Emotional Freedom 
Techniques (1993)
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There is a vital energy that 
flows throughout the body.

The energy flow can be 
blocked or reversed
causing negative reactions.

Restoring the flow can 
return the body
and mind to health.

All Energy Therapies Say…
George Goodhe

art
Roger Callahan

John Diamond
Gary Craig

Energy Psychology is a term first used by the 
original founders of ACEP: Fred Gallo PhD.,    
David Gruder PhD., and Dorothea Hover-Kramer
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New research in 
neuroscience by 

Karim Nadar (2009) 
Nader’s work suggests 
that long term memory 
is not static, that each 

time it is recalled, 
a memory is reformed.

“Memory 
Reconsolidation”

The Mind/Body Connection 
Continues to Be Proven.
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EFT has been found useful for so many issues.
EFT works.

PTSD and Trauma
Fears and Phobias

Depression and Anger
Addictions and Physical Issues

And More!

You can 
TRY IT ON EVERYTHING!
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EFT’s Basic Recipe 
is part of a

short,  
simple, 

three-step 
process.

EFT’s Basic Recipe
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1. Clarify
and test 

the intensity of 
the issue you 

want to 
address.

EFT Basic Recipe

2. Perform a 
simple Setup

that links 
your issue 

to an 
acceptance 
statement.

3. Tap on 
meridian 
points 
while 

focusing on 
your issue.
Then test 

again.
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For results that 
are TERRIFIC, 
it’s best to be 

SPECIFIC!

Clarification: Getting Specific

Choose a specific 
issue and name it 

We’ll begin with an emotion.
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Test to see 
how much the 
issue bothers 
you NOW.

Clarification: Testing

After each round of EFT, 
you’ll test again, until 

intensity measures ZERO.
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If you don’t know your number 
when you begin, guess.
Write your number down.

Many scales are used for testing intensity. 
Most common is the 0 to 10 SUD scale
(subjective units of distress), 
but you can use percentages, 
metaphors, creative alternatives, etc.

Assessing your Intensity Level

Clarification: Testing
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The Setup contains 
two parts:

Setup

1) A statement
of the

specific issue or 
problem…

2) and a statement 
that you accept 

yourself even though 
you have this 

problem.
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I have this problem, 
AND
I am a good person.

Setup:  Acceptance
It is difficult,  or impossible,  to resolve an 

issue until we have accepted it.

“I can accept that I can’t accept myself.”
“I want to want to accept myself.”
“I choose to be calm and confident.”

I have this problem,
AND
I am a wonderful child.
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You can tap on the 
Karate Chop point, or 

rub the Sore Spot.

Setup

Say your Setup 
three times as you tap:

“Even though I have [this 
issue],  I deeply and 

completely accept myself.
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As you move from the 
Setup to Tapping, use the 
words that carry the most 

intensity as a reminder 
phrase.

Reminder Phrase as you Tap

“ This anxiety,”
“This fear stuck in my chest,”

“This sadness.”
Tap on the meridian points while 

saying the reminder phrase.
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REMINDER PHRASE:  “This remaining______.”

“Even though I STILL HAVE SOME of this _____,
I deeply and completely accept myself.”

“Even though I have a part of me 
that wants to hang on to _____, I deeply ….”

After the first round, modify 
your phrasing 

to address those “parts” that 
still want to hold on.

Setup: 2nd Round
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Tapping

Eyebrow
Side of Eye
Under Eye

Top of Head

Karate
Chop

Collarbone

Under Nose
Above Chin

Step 1:  Identify a SPECIFIC 
emotion, problem or physical 
sensation – give it a name.

Being specific is important

Step 2:  Assess 0-10 how much it 
bothers you

Step 3: Tap karate chop side of one 
hand while saying: “Even though I 
have this (problem), right here 
right now, I’m OK.” Do this 3 
times before going to Step 4

Step 4: Tap each of the tapping 
points about 7 times each and 
saying “This (problem)” repeat for 
at least 3 rounds

Step 5: Reassess your ‘problem’
0-10. May need to be more specific or 
focus on a smaller piece of the issue

Step 6: Repeat until your level is 
Zero

Under Arm
4” Below Armpit
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For results that 
are TERRIFIC, 
it’s best to be 

SPECIFIC!

Clarification: Getting Specific

Getting  MORE specific
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Clarification: Getting Specific
We often give a general description of the 
problem rather than give specific details.

I’m lonely.
I don’t like my job.

All of my life is a struggle.
I always pick the wrong men.

I’m unhappy.
I eat too much.
I hate my body.

My friend is a jerk.
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I’m a rotten mother vs.

I ‘ll never find a good partner vs. 

I can’t get ahead vs. 

I can’t stop eating sweets vs.

Even though Johnny came in late and screamed at me
and I felt angry and helpless…

Even though, at the dinner party, Joe said,  
“I want to break up” and I was shocked and embarrassed…

Even though my boss criticized my report in front of the entire 
office and I felt humiliated…

Even though I love the comforting, sweet, creamy, 
soothing taste of pudding going down my throat…

The time when, what happened, how you felt.

Clarify by Getting Specific
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After clarifying 
a specific 

when, what, 
and how, 

assess
the intensity.

Clarification: Testing
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As you move from the 
Setup to Tapping, use the 
words that carry the most 

intensity as a reminder 
phrase.

Reminder Phrase as you Tap

“ The Office Party,”
“Everyone ignored me,”

“I felt left out.”
Tap on the meridian points while 

saying the reminder phrase.
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Tapping

Eyebrow
Side of Eye
Under Eye

Top of Head

Karate
Chop

Collarbone

Under Nose
Above Chin

Step 1:  Identify a SPECIFIC 
emotion, problem or physical 
sensation – give it a name.

Being specific is important

Step 2:  Assess 0-10 how much it 
bothers you

Step 3: Tap karate chop side of one 
hand while saying: “Even though I 
have this (problem), I accept 
myself anyway.” Do this 3 times 
before going to Step 4

Step 4: Tap each of the tapping 
points about 7 times each and saying 
“This (problem)” repeat for at least 
3 rounds

Step 5: Reassess your ‘problem’
0-10. May need to be more specific or 
focus on a smaller piece of the issue

Step 6: Repeat until your level is 
Zero

Under Arm
4” Below Armpit
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1. Does it matter which hand?  NO
2. Can I switch hands while tapping?  YES
3. Can I tap with both hands?  YES
4. How many taps on each spot? SEVEN IS MOST 

COMMON BUT MORE IS SOMETIMES BETTER.
5. Is the SETUP essential?  NOT ALWAYS, BUT 

SETUP GUARDS AGAINST REVERSAL.
6. Will EFT take away natural healthy emotional 

responses? NO
7. Do I have to worry about which points to tap and 

when (like in TFT)? NO

Basic Recipe - FAQs
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8. Do I have to believe in EFT for it to work? NO, 

NO, AND NO! 

9. Can I use EFT for every issue? YES, JUST MODIFY 

THE SETUP PHRASES.

10. How long do the benefits last? OFTEN FOREVER,  

BUT SOMETIMES REPETITION IS NEEDED 

FOR DIFFERENT ASPECTS.

Basic Recipe - FAQs
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It may feel like opening a 
can of worms to focus 

on a traumatic event, but 
it’s NOT the traumatic 

event that causes 
negative emotions.

It's the thought that counts...

It’s the THOUGHT about the 
traumatic event that causes negative 

emotion.
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Craig’s Discovery Statement
The cause of ALL negative emotions 

is a disruption in the body’s 
energy system.
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Craig’s Discovery Statement

Negative thoughts create static in your energy system 
which causes the physical and/or emotional response.

Negative
Thought Response
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Important Points

Tapping on the Truth
You can’t move on until you’ve worked with 

where you truly are now

Tapping on the Negative
As long as you’re tapping while you are 
focusing on the “negative,” it is clearing 

the block(s)

It’s the negative self talk WITHOUT tapping that is detrimental
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This exercise will help you to

Practice getting specific.
Practice the Basic Recipe.
Practice creating Reminder
phrases and modifying the Setup 
after the first round of tapping.

Remember a Scene
from a Movie or Book
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Clarify by Getting Specific

As with investigative reporting,
get the details:

Who
What 
When
Where
Why
How 

What’s your “scene”? Can you “make a movie”? 

Use all 5 senses:  sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. Use all 5 senses:  sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. 
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Let’s Do an EFT
Movie Scene – short demo and 

practice
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Issues Are Like Puzzles

As you begin tapping with 
EFT, you may feel a shift 
to a different emotion or 
scene related to the same

event or to a different
event with the same

emotion. 
You are feeling the shift
to different ASPECTS.
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“Tabletops” help in Getting Specific

Legs: 
Events and feelings 
that “hold up”
the issue or belief

Top:  
Negative Belief, 
Core Issue, or 

Bothersome Event

Issue, Belief, Event

Legs: 
Supporting events
and feelings are 
ASPECTS.

Tap for each 
ASPECT until 

the ISSUE
is relieved.
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Details Give You the Words for 
the Setup

PHYSICAL DETAILS
Where do you feel this [upset] in your body?
Description? Type of feeling/pain/discomfort?

EX: Choking feeling in my throat. 
A hard reddish ball like a rock in my stomach.

EMOTIONAL DETAILS
The time when [this] happened I felt [this]….

OR
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Remember:  Setup helps deal with reversals.

Reversals may appear 
as self-sabotaging resistance. Look 

for major themes like 
safety, control, approval...

What’s the upside
to keeping the problem?

What’s the downside
to losing the problem?

Watch for Reversals
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Reversals

Common in:
•Depression
•Addictions
•Chronic physical issues
•People who suppress 
emotion or over analyze
•Note on toxins

Solutions: 
•Setup  
•Energy techniques like Cross Crawl
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Why don’t we have what we want?!

• What do you want in life?
• Now versus future
• The Secret
• Law of Attraction
• You Are What You Think
• Positive Affirmations
• Why isn’t it working?

WE WILL FIND OUT WHAT IS HOLDING US BACK

TAPPING CAN CLEAR THESE BLOCKS
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Tail Enders

The “yes, but”
contradictions
that keep us from getting 
what we say we want.

May lead to core issues,
so listen carefully!

With EFT, we recognize 
and accept the true feeling.
before we let it go.

EMDR calls these Tailgates.
How do you REALLY feel? What current “truth” is holding you 

back?
How do you REALLY feel? What current “truth” is holding you 

back?
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Listen for beliefs that lock in fear.Listen for beliefs that lock in fear.

Identifying Limiting Beliefs
• It’s not safe. People aren’t safe.  
• I can’t trust or depend on people.
• The world is a dangerous place.
• It’s my fault. I’m bad.
• I’ve done something unforgivable.
• I will always be alone.
• My love is toxic and damages others.
• I always have to do the right thing.
• I must take care of others first.
• I’m unlovable. I’m not good enough.
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Limiting
Beliefs &

Your Vision 
Board

• Positive Affirmations – why they don’t often work
• Self-Help Books, Why weight loss is difficult
• Law of Attraction works both ways
• Your Vision Board
• Tap on each limiting belief  “I don’t have the job I want 

because….I’m too old” or “I’m bad with money,” etc
• Make a Gratitude List – Tap on each negative “but”

separately I’m grateful I have a house, but it’s not big enough.
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Knowing the Meridians 
Isn’t Important

Tapping Point Emotion Acupuncture Point

EB-Eye Brow trauma, frustration, restless Bladder 2
SE-Side of Eye rage Gall Bladder 1
UE-Under Eye anxiety/fear, nervous, craving Stomach 1
UN-Under Nose embarrassment Governing Vessel 27
Ch-Under Mouth shame Central Vessel 24
CB-Collar Bone grief, anxiety, insecurity Kidney 27
UA-Under Arm anxiety, fear of future, self esteem Spleen 17
Liv-Under Breast unhappiness, anger Liver 14

Th-Thumb intolerance, arrogance Lung 11
IF-Index Finger guilt Large Intestine 1
MF-Middle Finger jealousy, addictive cravings Penicardium 9
BF-Little Finger anger Heart 9

KC-Karate Chop sadness, reversals Small Intestine 3
GS-Gamut Spot trauma, high emotion Triple Warmer 3

This information can also be found in the FREE MTT Manual at
www.MTTassociation.com  or www.MeridianTappingTechinques.com
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PRACTICE 
and 

DEMONSTRATING

Phobias
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This exercise will help you to

Practice 
recognizing aspects.
Discuss cognitive shifts 
as signs of success.

Using EFT with Phobias
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Persistent, 
irrational fears

Don’t make sense

Resistant to traditional 
psychotherapeutic interventions

Often accompanied 
by shame and anxiety

Using EFT with Phobias
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Fear of Flying

Possible Aspects
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Death

Being Trapped

Loud Sounds

Out of Control

Crashing

Crowds

BirdsTall Buildings

Landing

Security

Storms Hijackers

Bombs

Possible Aspects
Fear of Flying
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Like a daisy chain, 
tapping on one 
aspect or event 
often leads to 

another similar one.  
After each tapping, 

ask 
“ What comes up 

now?”

As you shift to a 
new “daisy,” make a 

note, so you can 
go back and 

test the intensity 
on that aspect. 

Issues Can Have Many Aspects
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Like onions, some 
issues may have many 
layers, or “aspects.”

Keep “peeling,”
tapping and testing, 
until you find the 
CORE ISSUE.

Keep testing until the 
intensity is zero.

Issues Can Have Many Aspects
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Checking for Success

Check intensity along the way.

Ask pointed questions. 

Test it out in real life.

If you found different aspects, 
remember to test the one you started with!

Take notes!
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Phobia Demo
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GENERALIZATIO
N 

is sometimes 
described using the 
forest metaphor. 
EFT cuts diseased 

trees from the 
“forest” of problems.

Sometimes, after 
several “trees” are 

cut, the entire 
“forest” falls. 

Relief of One Issue Can Sometimes 
Relieve Other Issues Generalization
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Questions that Help Identify an
Aspect has Changed
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This exercise will help you to
•Practice getting specific. 
•Learn the “Full Basic Recipe.”
•Learn more about reversals.

Using EFT with Cravings
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I eat creamy sweets 
when I’m lonely.

THOUGHT
I deserve it; it’ll make me 
feel good; I shouldn’t.

SENSES 
Sweet, creamy, 
smooth feeling
in my mouth

PHYSICAL 
Desire felt in stomach and 
throat as a pressure and 
urgency 

ENVIRONMENT
After disappointing date,  
When I leave my friends,
When my family doesn’t call.

EMOTION
Neglected, lonely, 
frustrated, ashamed

Clarify by Getting Specific
Ask Questions!

What exactly is it 
that you like?
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The Full Basic Recipe
taps 14 points: 

the Basic Recipe 
PLUS one additional

body point and
five additional
hand points. 

The procedure then 
adds the 9 Gamut 
followed by tapping
the 14 points again.

FULL Basic Recipe
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3. Five additional Hand 
Points: Base of the nail bed on 

the body side of the nail

1. All the 
Basic Recipe 
points

2. One Additional 
Body Point:
Liver Meridian Point 
1” below the nipple

FULL Basic Recipe
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H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

The Full Basic Recipe 
points go

the body.

D
O
W
N

FULL Basic Recipe
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Look straight ahead holding head still while tapping
on back of hand on groove between little and ring fingers.  

Keep tapping while doing these exercises:

The 9 Gamut

Eyes closed
Eyes open
Eyes down left
Eyes down right
Circle eyes clockwise
Circle eyes counter-clockwise
Hum a tune
Count to 5
Hum a tune

Eyes closed
Eyes open
Eyes down left
Eyes down right
Circle eyes clockwise
Circle eyes counter-clockwise
Hum a tune
Count to 5
Hum a tune

The long form of EFT 
sandwiches the 9 Gamut 

between rounds of Full Basic.
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H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

The Full Basic Recipe 
points go

the body.

D
O
W
N

FULL Basic Recipe
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Gamut Point/Triple Warmer
The functions of the Triple Warmer control all the 

transformations of Qi in the body, ensuring their 
coordination and unity. - Chinese Traditional 
Herbal Medicine Volume I Diagnosis & Treatment 

Triple Warmer is related to sustaining habits - it
uses a military kind of approach.  It can undermine
changes, even positive changes. Triple Warmer fights the change. If 
you press/rub on the gamut it lessons the resistance.

Donna Eden: Pressing or lightly tapping on the gamut point helps 
lower the resistance to the change.. and if you lay your hand flat on 
your chest and use the other hand to tap on the gamut point it 
Calms triple warmer to accept change... there are four meridians
that sit with triple warmer and it calms them all to accept change -
including the heart. It calms anxiety and blood pressure down as
well.... This also assists in the flow in body called the penetrating 
flow - travels deep through the body. 
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H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

H – Top of head
EB – eyebrow
SE – side eye 
UE – under eye
UN – under nose
Ch – just above chin 
CB – collarbone spot
UA – under arm 
BN – below nipple
Th – thumb
IF – index finger 
MF – middle 
BF – baby finger
KC – side of hand 

Practice

Eyes CLOSED 

Eyes OPEN

Eyes down LEFT

Eyes down RIGHT

Circle eyes CLOCKWISE

Circle eyes COUNTER-

CLOCKWISE

Hum a tune

Count to 5

Hum a tune

Eyes CLOSED 

Eyes OPEN

Eyes down LEFT

Eyes down RIGHT

Circle eyes CLOCKWISE

Circle eyes COUNTER-

CLOCKWISE

Hum a tune

Count to 5

Hum a tune

Cravings
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GROUP 
DEMONSTRATION

and PRACTICE 

Cravings
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Demonstration
and PRACTICE

The Tell the Story 
Technique and The 
Movie Technique

“The Time When…”
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This exercise will help you to
Use the Tell the Story
Technique and
The Movie Technique
Resolve blocks. 
Understand the 
importance of 
persistence. 

Using EFT with 
Bothersome Memories
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Tell The Story

1. Tell story beginning at a point before the event.

2. Stop at any intensity and tap for each aspect.

3. Repeat story until no intensity.

4. Test:

• Close eyes and vividly imagine the event. 

• Tap for any remaining intensity.

• Test in vivo when possible.

First, address any anxiety about telling the story.First, address any anxiety about telling the story.
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TEST: Challenging Your Results

REALLY challenge results.

When intensity is zero, 
TRY to re-create.

VIVIDLY imagine
the memory.

Make scene bigger, brighter.

Stop and tap at ANY level of distress.  

When you THINK you’re done…
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Be Aware of Changes and Shifts

Aspects Change
Feelings Change
Picture Changes
Physical Changes (Yawning, 

Distraction, Burping)

The Importance of Testing
SUDS, When to Move On, Aspects, Confidence 

Being Thorough, Proof,  Apex Effect
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The Apex Effect (Cognitive Dissonance)
Roger Callahan “Tapping the Healer Within”
Apex Problem Studies have compared the functions 
of the 2 hemispheres of the brain.  Michael S. 
Gazzaniga of Dartmouth College describes the ¨left 
brain interpreter” – it will create ´explanations´ for 
phenomena unfamiliar to it.  Roger Callahan believes 
the left brain is being presented with something that 
it cannot understand (rapid success of EFT, etc) and 
creates an explanation of its own - contrary to what 
has taken place. These rationalizations become so 
powerful that they override all critical thinking. 
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1. Pick a specific “time when” event. Give your movie a title.  
What is the intensity IF this movie would “run”? (You may have 
to pause it.)

2. Tap several rounds just using the “title” as the phrase – until 
the intensity of thinking of running the movie is a 4 or below.

3. Start running the movie and stop anytime there is intensity on 
any aspect and tap on that aspect.

4. After the aspects of that moment are down to 0, go back a bit 
and start the movie again, stopping at any intensity and tapping
until 0 on that particular place. 

5. Run the movie from the beginning and test.

The Movie Technique
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The Movie Technique
Or Tell the Story
Technique

Practice
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Good Questions to Ask:

“Am I being specific as to who, 
what, when, where, how, 
why?”

“Who or what does this 
remind me of?” (Earlier 
experience)

“What am I not wanting to 
look at about this?”

“What core issue or negative 
belief am I not recognizing.”

What if EFT Gets “Stuck”? 
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What can get in the way?
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Find CORE 
ISSUES Be persistent Address 

SPECIFICS

Use Full Basic 
Recipe, no 

“shortcuts”

Resolve 
REVERSALS 

and
Self-Sabotage

Pinpoint
SETUP

Note shifting 
ASPECTS

Remind that 
EFT is about 
emotions and 
not analyzing

To Help Unblock
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I can’t get over this because…
Safety – It’s not safe for me.
It’s not safe for others.

Benefit – There’s no benefit.  

Deservedness – I don’t deserve to.

Permission - I won’t allow myself to.

Guilt – I’m guilty; I can’t be forgiven.

Deprivation – I’ll be deprived of … if I get over this.

Reversals as unconscious self-sabotage can block EFT effectiveness.Reversals as unconscious self-sabotage can block EFT effectiveness.
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I can’t get over this because…
Possibility – It’s not possible.

Identity – It’s who I am.  
I wouldn’t be me.        

Resources - I don’t have what it
takes to make life work without it.

Forgiveness – Forgiving them will mean
they got away with it.  

Motivation – I won’t do what’s necessary.

Looping – I have to have this BEFORE I can be happy.  
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Check Intensity and Repeat as Necessary

Persistence
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What does this issue/person remind you of?

When was the first time you 
remember feeling this way?

If there were a deeper emotion 
underlying this problem, what might it be?

If you could live your life over again, 
what person or event would you prefer to skip?

If the answer is, “I don’t know.” Tell them to just guess!If the answer is, “I don’t know.” Tell them to just guess!

Found the core issue? 
Questions for going deeper.
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The 
problem 

looks 
distant.

I feel pity instead 
of anger.

I THOUGHT 
OF A 

SOLUTION

I am so calm!

I feel more 
love inside.

I can’t think 
about it 

anymore!

I can see it happening 
but I can’t feel it 

anymore.

How did 
you do 
that?

Now I understand 
how I could do that.

The BAD 
feeling is 

gone!

If I were not 
experiencing 
this, I’d never 

believe it.

I feel sooo 
relaxed.

I was NOT 
responsible for 
the tragedy.  I 
was just there.

COOL!! ☺
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Personal Peace Procedure

Make a list of issues you remember. 
(Most people have well over 100.)

Tap on at least one per day.

Keep tapping on all aspects of 
one issue until it is gone.

Go on to the next issue.

In one year, you have resolved 
as many as 365 issues!   

Like weeds in a garden, your own issues keep you from growing. Like weeds in a garden, your own issues keep you from growing. 

Critical to do own work if you decide to work with others.Critical to do own work if you decide to work with others.
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The Issue String(s)

Personal Occurrence with 
learned perception 
(trauma/biological conflict 
shock/specific event)

Mom yelled at me for making 
Mud pies.  I learned “Showing 
happiness is bad”

Reinforcing Event – age 4
I am happy to run to meet my friends.  
Child yells “What are you so happy 
about?!”

Reinforcing Event – age 6 I show my artwork with a star on it to 
Daddy and he says he’s busy and get out

Many other events forming more nodules on 
the same string

Body “protects” itself by never showing happiness in public.  “It is 
unsafe to show happiness.”

Starts here – “Core Event”
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Using EFT 
with Others
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Stay calm yourself.

Tap without words; the person is already “tuned in.”

Ask permission to tap on the person.

Assure the person that the event is in the past,  
the person is here, now, safe with you.

Keep tapping until the person is calm.

If reaction is particularly severe, break “state.”

High Intensity

Doing your own work helps not be “triggered” by others reactions.Doing your own work helps not be “triggered” by others reactions.

Reminder: Level 1 does not qualify you to work with others.Reminder: Level 1 does not qualify you to work with others.
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Can you describe these Level 1 concepts?Can you describe these Level 1 concepts?

•Full Basic Recipe
•Short Cut Tapping
•Dealing With Intensity
•Cognitive Belief Shifts
•Borrowing Benefits
•Movie Technique
•Using EFT With Cravings
•Using EFT For Physical Issues
•Good Probing Questions
•When EFT Doesn’t Work
•Importance Of Self Work

•Where EFT Came From
•The Discovery Statement
•The SUD Scale
•Psychological Reversal
•Why Be Specific
•How Get Specific
•What Are Aspects
•Why Be Persistent
•The Generalization Effect
•“Your Point” Concept
•Level 1 Limitations

Level 1 Skills – Teach backs
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What We Will Learn in Level 2
•Palace of Possibilities Concepts
•Additional Points 
•The Gentle Techniques

•Tearless Trauma Technique
•Chasing the Pain 
•Sneaking up on the problem

•Ways to Find Core Issues 
•Addressing Physical Issues
•More on Testing Results
•Working by Telephone  
•Delivering EFT in Groups
•Borrowing Benefits
•Working with animals and children
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Building Bridges

What’s your favorite 
way of introducing EFT?

Example, “EFT is a 
meridian based relaxation 
technique that can decrease 
anxiety,  increase mind-body 
awareness, and foster cognitive shifts.”

Write down a one or two minute explanation.
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Many Ways to Test
SUDs,  VoCs, percentages, metaphors, submodalities, replay, in 

vivo…
SUDs,  VoCs, percentages, metaphors, submodalities, replay, in 

vivo…

If you don’t know, 
guess!

Write it down.
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Issues Are Like Puzzles

There are many pieces:    
BE SPECIFIC

Each may have several sides: 
ASPECTS

Some are more critical: 
CORE ISSUES

When some parts are put 
together the rest seem to fall 

into place:
GENERALIZATION

4 important concepts
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Additional Tapping Points
1. WRIST POINT: 

Three fingers below
wrist crease

2. ANKLE POINTS: 
4” above bone, 
Sanyinjiao, inside ,  
Xuanzhong, outside
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Where We Learn From

Reactions of those important to 
us 

Words we’ve heard from 
parents, siblings, teachers, 
clergy, doctors, etc.

Watching TV 
EFT – “Writings on our Walls”
Your Examples

We must clear the emotions around these 
events to free ourselves from the learned 
negative responses
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Brain Waves

Beta – thinking consciousness

Alpha – relaxed detachment

Theta – the subconscious mind

Delta – the unconscious mind
3EarthFriends.com (Donna Bach & Gary Groesbeck)

• As children, we are building Theta and Delta. 
• This gives us the foundation for our lives.
• BETA develops later in life. 
• Foundation is learned before the age of 6 & even in the womb

Examples of things we learned:
• Money burns a hole in your pocket
• Never talk back
• You’ll never amount to anything
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Writing on Our Walls
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Subconscious and Conscious 

Subconscious mind reacts according to specific 
rules it has learned – even when those rules 
are out of date

The primary role of the subconscious is to “keep 
us safe”

• Conscious mind is the analytical mind. 

• The chatterbox  in 
our heads is the 
conscious mind 
relaying the 
subconscious’
training
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Which One to Pick?
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The benefits of EFT for one
person seem to reach
others.

Tap Along during 
ANYTHING!

“There’s a bird on the fence”
Your subconscious with fill it in.

Borrowing Benefits
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1. Clarify a simple issue 
and write it down.

2. Test the current intensity;
write down the number.

3. Set aside your issue.

4. Tap along with 
the other person.

5. Retest.

Borrowing Benefits
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Focus on a specific issue. 

Instead of tapping,
touch each point as you
take a slow, deep breath.

Created by John Diepold, Ph.D.Created by John Diepold, Ph.D.

TAB – Touch and Breathe
Combines stimulation of EFT points with deep breathing. Combines stimulation of EFT points with deep breathing. 
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Tap on Gamut Point as you...

take eyes all way to floor,

raise eyes slowly up to ceiling,

and take a slow breath.

Useful when intensity is down to 1 or 2.Useful when intensity is down to 1 or 2.

Floor to Ceiling Eye Roll
HOLD HEAD LEVEL. HOLD HEAD LEVEL. 
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Measuring Success

After reaching an intensity of zero
with your chosen test, ask pointed
questions that might rekindle emotion.

Vividly imagine the event, re-enact the
memory, or do an in vivo test.

Check for daisy-chaining, shifts to related emotions or events.Check for daisy-chaining, shifts to related emotions or events.

Have you covered all the related aspects?
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How do we know when we are done?How do we know when we are done?

I feel pity instead 
of anger.

I  thought of 
a solution!

I feel so 
calm!

I can see it happening 
but I can’t feel it 

anymore.

The BAD 
feeling is 

gone!

The 
problem 

looks 
distant.

I was NOT responsible 
for the tragedy! I was 

just there! 

I feel sooo 
relaxed.

If I were not 
experiencing 
this, I’d never 

believe it.

Listen to the person. Watch for the cognitive shift.Listen to the person. Watch for the cognitive shift.

Other Ways to Measure Success
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Safety First
• Always consider physical and psychological

safety for YOU and others.

• Don’t deal with diagnosable mental
or physical illnesses unless trained.

• Don’t claim to “heal” anyone.

• Create referral sources and mentors.

• Respect confidentiality and others boundaries.

• Establish rapport before addressing other’s issues.

• Work diligently on your own issues! 
RESPECT THE LIMITS OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND 

EXPERIENCE!
RESPECT THE LIMITS OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND 

EXPERIENCE!
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EFT Techniques

Tell the Story

The Movie Technique

Tearless Trauma Technique

Sneaking Up

Chasing the pain

Plus… other tapping techniquesPlus… other tapping techniques

The workhorses of EFTThe workhorses of EFT
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Tearless Trauma Technique

1. Identify traumatic event.

2. Guess intensity without
imagining scene. “IF you did focus on it, 
what intensity would it have?”

3. Use general reminder phrase. 
“This happened.”

4. Tap several rounds until
guessed number is between 0 and 3.

5. When below 3, imagine event using
Movie or Tell the Story technique.

Dissociates client so he can resolve issue without reliving it. Dissociates client so he can resolve issue without reliving it. 
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Sneaking Up on the Problem
Strong emotions are not necessary.Strong emotions are not necessary.

Use EFT to “take the edge off.”Use EFT to “take the edge off.”

1. Circle around issue. Tap generally.

2. Deal with fear of addressing event.

3. Use code name, no details.

4. Create general Setups about
fear and physical response.

5. Repeat until 3 or below.

6. Only then address details.
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PRACTICE 
and 

DEMONSTRATING

Physical Issues
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Stress raises blood pressure.

Anger causes headaches.

Fear leads to stomach ache.

Anxiety triggers rashes.

Trauma causes chronic pain.

Emotions affect our bodies.
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Using the Physical
Mind/Body Connection

When you can’t get a 
specific “time when,” look for
the Mind/Body Connection. 
Find the physiological reaction.

Be as specific as possible: 
Where do you feel this in your body?  
Where, What, How, Quality, How Strong?

The physiological reaction IS the emotion.  The physiological reaction IS the emotion.  
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The ACE Study
with the CDC

Felitti et al. (1998)

“Childhood abuse, 
neglect, and exposure 

to other traumatic 
stressors”
result in 

“a multitude of health 
and social problems.”

Serious emotional trauma from childhood can 
lead to adult disease and early death.
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Chasing the Pain

Try focusing on
physical issues
before difficult
emotional issues. 

Relieving 
the physical issue
may relieve 
the emotional issue. 

Often pain moves or changes. Follow the predominant pain.Often pain moves or changes. Follow the predominant pain.

Pain that moves could be the emotional issue changing.Pain that moves could be the emotional issue changing.
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My back hurts.

THOUGHTS
I have to live 
with it; it’s part of 
aging.EMOTION

Anger, frustration 
hopelessness, 
resignation

PHYSICAL
Dull, constant ache on my left 
lower side of my back

ENVIRONMENT
WHEN/WHERE 
When I drive
When I do yard 
work    Worse when 
stressed

Clarify by Getting Specific
Example of finding what to tap on.
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Color of Pain
You make the pain a thing (IF it had a color, what would it be?) :
•Color (s)
•Shape
•Temperature
•Texture
•Opaque/Translucent
•Weight
•Dimension (flat, 3D, etc)
•Is it moving, still, etc
•Is it making a sound
Only take the intensity of the 
pain in the beginning and the end.



Color of Pain
1. Identify the pain and give it an intensity level. (If you don’t have a 

pain, where do you feel a negative emotion in your body.)

2. CLOSE EYES – and ask “If this pain had a color, what would it be?”

3. Continue getting shape, size, texture, temperature, sound it’s 
making, movement, opaque/translucent. PICTURE it yourself and 
keep asking questions until a clear picture. TAKE NOTES.

4. Open eyes & tap on exact description with words client used.
5. Close eyes & ask “How has it changed? Is it the same color?”

Continue to see what else has changed.
6. Open eyes & tap with new description.

DO NOT use the word pain, hurt or etc at all during the process. Only 
in the beginning when you get the SUD level & at the end of session to 
test.

Only use the set up on the first round.  ALL additional rounds, use the 
KC i  b   d ’   h   di
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Color of Pain
1.  Keep going until the thing is gone. 

2.  It’s possible that it turns into characters who talk – just 
keep going with repeating what happened. Don’t start 
analyzing.

3.  If emotions come up, that’s fine but stick with the 
description and don’t use the emotions at all.

4.  We are working through the connections that the 
subconscious/unconscious is making. We don’t want to 
interrupt that process with analyzing or referring to 
events that pop up.
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Physical Issues
Color of Pain

Practice
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Rapport

Several ways to Several ways to ““connectconnect”” (both (both 
consciously and unconsciously)consciously and unconsciously)

-- Physically Physically –– posture, sitting, posture, sitting, 
body languagebody language

-- Language Language –– vocabulary, vocabulary, 
wording, jargonwording, jargon

-- Vocally Vocally –– speed, intonation, speed, intonation, 
attitudeattitude

-- Stories/case studies Stories/case studies –– but but 
DONDON’’T mention names: T mention names: ““I had a I had a 
client just the other day thatclient just the other day that…”…”

But DONBut DON’’T fake it!T fake it!

Once rapport has been established, a practitioner can lead Once rapport has been established, a practitioner can lead 
or break rapport as appropriate or break rapport as appropriate 

Meet your client where THEY are!Meet your client where THEY are!
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Rapport: Listening
Intuition begins where judgment ends.Intuition begins where judgment ends.

Judgmental Listening:

Thinking of what to 
say next. 
Interrupting.
Thinking of other 
things you need to do.

Learn to fully focus on the client.Learn to fully focus on the client.
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Rapport: Listening

Surface Listening:

Listening to what is 
said, aware of 
surroundings,
thinking ahead
about techniques, 
questions…. Curious.

Intuition is fully listening in the NOW.Intuition is fully listening in the NOW.

EFT uses the client’s words. EFT uses the client’s words. 

True Listening:

No internal chatter, 
allowing detective     
work to rise 
in the moment.
Feeling free and totally 
focused on client.
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Rapport: Calibration

Overall Impressions
Facial Expressions
Incongruence
Body Posture
Breathing
Voice
Skin

Observe how emotions are expressed…Observe how emotions are expressed…

MODELLINGMODELLING
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Rapport: Perspective
Never assume the picture in your head matches theirs.Never assume the picture in your head matches theirs.

Always ask.  Always verify.Always ask.  Always verify.
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Continuous Tapping
Demonstration
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Intuition
Definition: It is a knowing, without the use of rational 

processes
• An innate ability which we are all born with
• It is simply another sense
• Connection to a greater knowledge
• An ability that often diminishes because of our reliance on the 

spoken word and criticism from those around us
• Intuition allows the practitioner to 

work in a faster way and also find 
issues which may not be obvious 
to the rational mind.

• Makes EFT easier and faster
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Developing Intuition
• Create rapport 
• Being in the zone/trance
• Letting go of projections, ego and 

attachments to results
• Shared energy connected energetically

- self tapping/tapping on client
• Gut instinct/hunches
• Words that come to mind 
• Trust yourself and go with it 
• Get yourself out of the way – conscious/

analytical mind vs Subconscious
• Guessing SUDS level / which points to tap on / new aspects un-vocalised
• There’s no failure only feedback – even apparently wrong answers can lead 

to clues

Two kinds of intuition – direct, from above
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Trust yourself and go with it.

Get yourself out of the way. Be “in the zone.”

Let go of projections, ego, and attachments to results.

Establish rapport with attention to detail/calibration.

2 Kinds of Intuition: Between people, From “above”

Guess intensity levels, best points to tap, unvocalized aspects.Guess intensity levels, best points to tap, unvocalized aspects.

Intuition
Trust gut instinct, hunches, words that come to mind. Trust gut instinct, hunches, words that come to mind. 
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Practice Intuition

Pair up into twos. 
Identify an emotion
and the practitioner 
“guesses” what the 

level is in their mind,
THEN ask what the 

intensity level is.
How close were you?
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Reframing

Even though… I was doing the best I could. 

I was just a child.

I understand now how I did that.

She was trying to protect me.

He was a wounded soul.

It was my reaction that hurt me.

The accident wasn’t my fault. I was just there.

Of course, I make mistakes, I’m only human.

Always check your reframe with the client.Always check your reframe with the client.

Is that true? Does it fit?Is that true? Does it fit?

Use at intensity of 3 or below.
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Reframing Examples
Even though I’m terrified there will be a fire in the house, I can be cautious

instead of fearful.  (THE OBVIOUS)

Even though it makes me “crazy” when my boyfriend tries to solve all my 
problems, he pushes all the same buttons as my father. (SIMILARITIES)

Even though my brother said that hateful thing to me, it is my reaction to 
his words that hurts. (PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY)

Even though I still want to blame my mother for my problems, I can
let go of “this” event.  (STUBBORN BELIEFS) 

Even though she wrote that nasty email, I realize she has her own problems. 
(FORGIVENESS)

Even though I react to all rejection like I did in first grade, I’m taking the 
problem solving advice of a 6 year old. (HUMOR)

Know your client, watch closely, keep the rapport.Know your client, watch closely, keep the rapport.
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Did it Land?

Reframes can help your client reach the “palace of possibilities.”Reframes can help your client reach the “palace of possibilities.”

Did: 
it resonate with client?
the client agree?
it describe her experience
or reveal a perception?

If not:
Add qualifier:  “It isn’t…yet.”
Admit it:  “That didn’t fit.”
Ask:  “What would?”



www.ColorTapping.com



Case Study

Client with abandonment 
issues. 

www.ColorTapping.com
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www.ColorTapping.com



www.ColorTapping.com
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Choices

Create a specific Setup 
stating what you’d like instead: 

Even though I have a fear of public speaking, 
I CHOOSE to 

make my key points  with confidence
and deliver my talk comfortably and calmly.

Take intensity to 3 or below before using Choices.Take intensity to 3 or below before using Choices.

Create a compelling  “I choose…” affirmation. Create a compelling  “I choose…” affirmation. 
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Choices
Make your Setup very specific.Make your Setup very specific.

Reduce negative emotions before tapping for your choice.Reduce negative emotions before tapping for your choice.

Reminder Phrase

1st round tapping: “I’m afraid of flying.”

2nd round: “I choose to feel safe on a plane.”

3rd round:  Alternate, 
tapping one point on problem, next point on choice.

End on choice.
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Trauma

UNEXPECTED. “I never expected it.”

DRAMATIC. “I won’t survive.”

ISOLATING. “I’m on my own.”

NO STRATEGY. “There’s nothing I can do.”

UDIN – Unexpected, Dramatic, Isolating, No strategy.UDIN – Unexpected, Dramatic, Isolating, No strategy.

UTAP:- Unexpected, Threatening,  Alone, PowerlessUTAP:- Unexpected, Threatening,  Alone, Powerless
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ECHOs occur in trauma           
(both ‘Big T’ and ‘small t’)

Trauma specialist, Dr. Robert Scaer (2006) writes:
…any negative life event occurring in a state of relative 
helplessness - a car accident, the sudden death of a 
loved one, a frightening medical procedure, a significant 
experience of rejection--can produce the same 
neurophysiological changes in the brain as do combat, 
rape, or abuse.  What makes a negative life event 
traumatizing isn't the life-threatening nature of the event, 
but rather the degree of helplessness it 
engenders - and one's history of prior trauma. 
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Trauma

What did they see, 
hear, feel, smell, or taste?

WHAT color, shape, pattern,
sound, tone, pitch, words,
pressure, temperature,
odor, taste, direction,
speed, movement?

Tap in a general way down to a 3, then get specific.Tap in a general way down to a 3, then get specific.

All senses are affected. Use sensory FACTS,  not their meanings.All senses are affected. Use sensory FACTS,  not their meanings.
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EFT via Phone or Internet
Know applicable regulations before they call! Know applicable regulations before they call! 

Anywhere

Anytime

Convenient

Confidential
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Doing Your Own Work

Use the Personal Peace Procedure.

Keep a journal of issues covered.

Identify your triggers

Make notes of changes
in perspective or beliefs.

Work with a partner.

Create referral sources and mentors.

It’s important to “weed your own garden.”It’s important to “weed your own garden.”

Continue learning with websites, publications, workshops….Continue learning with websites, publications, workshops….
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Surrogate Tapping
Animals, Children
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EFT with Animals
Take a three-part approach.Take a three-part approach.

Talk ABOUT the animal,
“Even though Spot shakes in thunderstorms, 
Spot is still a good dog.”

Talk TO the animal, “Even though you are
afraid of thunder,  you are a terrific dog,
and I love you.”

Talk  AS IF you were the animal,
“Even though I am very afraid of thunder, 
I’m still a great pet.”
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EFT with Children
EFT can be modified for use with children with great success.EFT can be modified for use with children with great success.

www.FeelBetterBuddies.comwww.FeelBetterBuddies.com
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EFT Practitioner Maintenance
Transference
Strong personal feelings of like/dislike towards practitioner or
problem
Projection 
Treating clients for therapist's own problems
Outcome Attachment 
Getting upset if the client doesn't get better fast enough
Energy Problems 
Feeling nervous/anxious/fearful before or during treatment sessions 
Feeling unusually/depressed/tired/depleted after treatment sessions
Self Doubts/Limiting Beliefs 
I can't help this person. I'm not a good therapist.  There are certain 
people who cannot be helped. I don't work well with 
men/women/children/the terminally ill. 
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So You Want to Be a Practitioner
www.EFTcert.com

This workshop does not certify you in EFT.  It is a 
requirement for certification and there are additional 
requirements.

Commitment to client/practitioner safety

Management of boundaries

Empathy and listening skills

Respect for confidentiality

Awareness of competency level,
your limiting beliefs and doubts, 
transference

Commitment to personal growth and doing your own work
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Ethics and Legalities
• What are the current requirements

of any applicable professional licensure?

• Do you have a way to orient new clients
to EFT? What information do
you give clients in advance?

• What kind of informed consent is needed?

• What are the applicable regulations, 
guidelines, or rules for your region
and your professional or certifying body?

• What are the legalities of working
with children or animals?

Be sure you know the laws and requirements of your locale.Be sure you know the laws and requirements of your locale.


